
SUMMARY Hígor is a seasoned mobile developer with a

strong background in building cross-platform

apps.

Having experience with various technologies such

as Kotlin, Swift, and Java, Flutter has remained

his core stack for the last few years.

Hígor cares about clean code, likes contributing

to architectural decisions, and has a business-

oriented approach. He has also worked on

security-first projects, gained expertise in

developing payment solutions, and taken leading

positions.

Among all, Hígor has experience with creating

packages and native coding for the Flutter app,

which makes him the kind of engineer to rely on

the project with any degree of complexity.

TECH  STACK
/years

Dart  4 Flutter  4 Android  5

Other Technologies:

Java, iOS, Swift, Kotlin, Firebase, GitHub,

GraphQL, Design system, Web Sockets, Typescript,

JavaScript, BloC architecture, C#

EXPERIENCE
HIGHL IGHTS

InfiniteTap (Jan 2022 – Nov 2022)

It's a cutting-edge feature of the InfinitePay

mobile app that transforms smartphones into POS

terminals allowing users to accept payments from

NFC credit cards.

Role:

Mobile Developer

Developed and integrated the company's SDK

for Tap to Phone with the Flutter app;

Used GitHub packages to host SDKs;

Created the architecture;

Developed security-first checks to verify the

integrity of the app;

Wrote unit tests;

Deployed to the app stores;

Led and mentored the team.

Tech Stack: Flutter,Kotlin,Java

ShopStreaming (Nov 2021 – Dec 2021)

It's a unique feature within the Facily app,

allowing users to go live on both mobile and web

platforms and showcase their products to viewers

in real time.

Role:

Mobile Developer

Developed the mobile app;

Built the architecture;

Created packages to be used in other apps;

Integrated with WebSocket;

Wrote unit tests;

Deployed on the web;

Led the team of Flutter developers.

Tech Stack: Flutter,Web Sockets

MercadoBitcoin (Jun 2021 – Nov 2021)

It's a mobile app for buying and selling

cryptocurrencies, combining the convenience of

cryptocurrency trading with essential banking

features.

Role:

Senior Mobile Developer

Created the architecture;

Integrated Flutter modules with the native

part (Kotlin/Swift)

Developed the home and cash-out features;

Integrated with Codemagic;

Wrote unit tests;

Mentored a native team.

Tech Stack: Swift,Android,Kotlin,iOS,Flutter

CityChat (Jun 2019 – Jan 2020)

It's an AI chatbot app that connects users with

the latest news and information about their city.

Role:

Mobile Developer

Refactored the entire app to a new

architecture;

Implemented new UX/UI;

Created DialogFlow for the AI bot;

Connected the Flutter app with a native SDK;

Wrote unit tests;

Deployed to the app stores.

Tech Stack: Flutter,Kotlin,Java

ClikSocial (Jan 2018 – Mar 2018)

It's a network that connects users with their

local community and city hall, allowing them to

share news and updates about their city.

Role:

Mobile Developer

Built the mobile app with NativeScript and

native Java parts;

Created the design of some parts of the app;

Implemented a GPS tracking system;

Developed emergency calls feature to call the

police.

Tech Stack:

Typescript,JavaScript,Android,iOS,Java,Swift

ADDIT IONAL  INFO Individual contractor

Potentially available for direct hire
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HÍGOR  L .
Strong senior Mobile Developer

 code sample

$75 /h .
7

years of

experience

https://apps.apple.com/br/app/infinitepay/id1506929912
https://web.faci.ly/
https://apps.apple.com/br/app/mercado-bitcoin-criptomoedas/id1439360986?l=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ai.citydata.citychat&hl=pt_BR&gl=US
https://github.com/higorlapa/result

